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Infrared vibrational predissociation spectra are recorded for Br--(NH3)n (n ) 1-4) and I--NH3 clusters in
the N-H stretch region (3040-3460 cm-1). To aid spectral assignments and clarify structures of the
Br--(NH3)n clusters, ab initio calculations are performed at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ and MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ
levels of theory. The Br--NH3 and I--NH3 dimers are predicted to have structures in which the NH3 molecule
is attached to the halide anion by a single hydrogen-bond. The dominant infrared band for Br--NH3 at 3171
cm-1 corresponds to a hydrogen-bonded N-H stretch vibrational mode, whereas two weaker bands are assigned
to a symmetric stretch vibration of the nonbonded N-H groups (3347 cm-1) and to an ammonia-based bending
overtone (3293 cm-1) deriving infrared intensity through Fermi interaction with the H-bonded N-H stretch
mode. The corresponding I--NH3 spectrum is dominated by the H-bonded N-H stretch band at 3217 cm-1,
with three weaker bands at 3240, 3305, and 3360 cm-1 assigned to two bending overtone vibrations and the
nonbonded N-H symmetric stretch vibration, respectively. Spectra of the Br--(NH3)n, n ) 2-4, clusters
are similar to the I--NH3 spectrum, exhibiting evidence for strong Fermi interactions between the H-bonded
N-H stretch vibrational mode and ammonia-based bending overtones. On the basis of the infrared spectra
and ab initio calculations, the larger Br--(NH3)n clusters are deduced to have structures in which the NH3
molecules are attached to the Br- by single H-bonds, but not necessarily to one other.
1. Introduction
The disposition of solvent molecules around ions is an issue of
substantial chemical importance and has been the subject of
ongoing experimental and theoretical investigations.1-3 Clusters in
which a halide anion is solvated by second period hydride
molecules (CH4, NH3, H2O) serve as tractable experimental and
theoretical targets for systematically exploring progressive anion
solvation in the gas phase. Due to their chemical relevance,
halide-water clusters have received the most attention.4-10 Infrared
and ab initio studies show that the halide-water 1:1 complexes
have Cs minimum energy structures in which a single OH group
is hydrogen bonded to the halide, rather than a C2V structure with
both hydrogen atoms attached to the anion. In the larger clusters,
the water molecules tend to establish H-bonds both to the halide
and to one another. For example, the X--(H2O)3 (X ) Cl, Br, I)
clusters have pyramidal C3 structures in which each water is
attached by a H-bond to the halide and donates a H-bond to a
neighboring water acceptor.11 The F--(H2O)3 cluster also has a
C3 symmetry structure, but the water-water hydrogen bonds, which
are much weaker than the fluoride-water bonds, are broken.9
Ammonia and water have similarities as solvent molecules,
with both able to act as hydrogen bond donors and acceptors.
However, ammonia generally forms weaker solvent-solvent
hydrogen bonds than water and is able to donate three H-bonds
rather than two and accept one H-bond rather than two.12-15
These differences potentially result in quite different structures
for the halide-water and halide-ammonia clusters.
The halide-ammonia dimers were first investigated experi-
mentally by Evans et al.,16 who used high-pressure mass
spectrometry to measure NH3 binding energies of 11, 8.2, 7.7,
and 7.4 kcal/mol, respectively, for F--NH3, Cl--NH3,
Br--NH3, and I--NH3. The solvation bond energies are
significantly less than for the corresponding X--H2O dimers
(F--H2O, 27.4 kcal/mol;17 Cl--H2O, 15.5 kcal/mol;18
Br--H2O, 11.7 kcal/mol;19 I-, 10.4 kcal/mol18). Ab initio
calculations predict that the halide-ammonia dimers have Cs
symmetry structures in which the halide anion is attached to
the ammonia molecule by a single H-bond rather than along
the C3 axis in the direction of the NH3 dipole moment.16,20-23
Experimental evidence for the single H-bonded Cs structure for
Cl--NH3 comes from the infrared (IR) spectrum, which exhibits
one intense band, corresponding to the vibrational motion of a
single H-bonded NH group, displaced to lower energy from the
N-H stretch bands of the free NH3 molecule.24,25
Recently, the larger Cl--(NH3)n clusters were probed by
Tschurl and Boesl using infrared photodissociation spectroscopy
in the N-H stretch region and through electron photodetach-
ment.25 The conclusions for n ) 1-4 were that ammonia
molecules are attached by single H-bonds to the chloride anion
and that the strength of the H-bonds diminishes with cluster
size. Furthermore, it was found that Fermi resonances between
the strongly infrared active hydrogen-bonded N-H stretch mode
and ammonia-based bend overtone vibrations are an important
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influence on the spectral structure observed in the N-H stretch
region. Although the Cl--(NH3)n (n ) 1-4) spectra were
consistent with structures in which each NH3 molecule is
attached to the Cl- by a single H-bond, the study provided little
information on the role of ammonia-ammonia bonds.
The manner in which multiple ammonia molecules solvate a
halide anion has been explored through electronic structure
calculations of the F--(NH3)n clusters (n ) 1-3).22 The
ammonia molecules were found to preferably attach to the F-
anion by single, near-linear H-bonds, but were predicted to form
only very weak H-bonds with one another. A similar situation
occurs for the F--(H2O)n clusters, for which strong, directional
F- · · ·H2O hydrogen bonds discourage formation of H2O · · ·H2O
hydrogen bonds.9
In other related work, I--(NH3)n clusters have been probed
using femtosecond time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy to
investigate their dynamics after excitation of charge-transfer-
to-solvent bands, well-known from studies in the liquid phase.26
The I--NH3 dimer has also been probed using photoelectron-
photofragment coincidence spectroscopy by Continetti and co-
workers.27 Although these photoelectron studies provided values
for the I--NH3 binding energy (D0 ) 0.26 and 0.29 eV from
refs 26 and 27, respectively), they yielded limited structural
information about the I--NH3 complex.
The current spectroscopic and ab initio investigation of the
Br--(NH3)n (n ) 1-4) and I--NH3 clusters is intended to
provide information on the clusters’ structures and vibrational
properties. Generally, we wish to develop a more complete
picture of the manner in which halide anions are solvated by
ammonia molecules. Do the Br--NH3 and I--NH3 dimers have
similar single H-bonded structures to Cl--NH3, as predicted
by previous ab initio calculations?23 How are multiple NH3
ligands arranged about the Br- anion? Are the structures
primarily decided by the halide-ammonia bonds, or are
secondary solvent-solvent bonds also important, as they are
in the halide-water clusters? These issues are canvassed with
reference to experimental and theoretical data for Br--(NH3)n
and I--NH3 clusters presented in this paper.
2. Experimental Setup
Vibrational predissociation spectra of the Br--(NH3)n clusters
were obtained using a tandem mass spectrometer at the
University of Melbourne, whereas the I--NH3 spectrum was
obtained at Caltech using a reflectron time-of-flight photodis-
sociation apparatus. The two experimental setups are described
briefly below.
Melbourne Apparatus. The University of Melbourne ma-
chine consists of a cluster ion source, primary quadrupole mass
filter for selection of the parent Br--(NH3)n ion cluster, a
quadrupole bender which deflects the ion beam through 90° into
a 60-cm-long octopole ion guide, a secondary quadrupole mass
filter for selection of the ionic photofragments, and an ion
detector. Typically, the pressure in the octopole ion guide was
less than 10-7 Torr.
While traveling through the octopole guide, the ions met a
counter-propagating IR beam, which when set to an appropriate
wavelength excited the complexes to predissociative (ro)vibra-
tional levels, resulting in Br--(NH3)n-1 photofragments. The
fragment anions were selected by a second quadrupole mass
filter and subsequently detected by a microchannel plate/
scintillator combination whose output was coupled to a boxcar
integrator. Because the Br- · · ·NH3 bond energy is approximately
2700 cm-1,16 absorption of a single infrared photon in the
3000-3450 cm-1 range provides sufficient energy for photo-
decomposition into Br- and NH3 fragments.
The Br--(NH3)n complexes were created in an electron beam
crossed supersonic expansion. A 10:1 mix of argon/ammonia,
seeded with dibromomethane (CH2Br2), was expanded from a
pulsed nozzle (0.8 mm orifice diameter, 40 Hz repetition rate)
and crossed by 200 eV electrons issued from twin rhenium
filaments. Cluster production was optimized at short separations
between the electron-emitting filaments and nozzle orifice, so
it is probable that the complexes are formed by three-body
association reactions between Br- (produced by dissociative
electron attachment to CH2Br2) and NH3 molecules close to the
nozzle. In all cases, spectra of clusters containing the 79Br
isotope were recorded. Spectra of clusters containing 81Br are
likely to be very similar.
Tunable infrared light was produced by a Nd:YAG pumped
optical parametric oscillator (OPO) capable of generating light
in the 2500-6900 cm-1 range with a bandwidth of ∼0.017
cm-1. Wavelength calibration was accomplished using a waveme-
ter (New Focus 7711) through measurements of the OPO
oscillator wavelength and 532 nm output of the seeded Nd:
YAG laser. The pulsed ion source was run at twice the repetition
rate of the laser, enabling a laser on/off background subtraction
to be employed to account for collisional and metastable
fragmentation.
Caltech Apparatus. The experimental apparatus has been
described in detail elsewhere,4,28 and only a summary is
presented here. The I--NH3 clusters were generated by seeding
CH3I vapor (99%, Aldrich, 10 Torr) into buffer gas composed
of CH4/NH3 (99.99%, Matheson) with the mixing ratio varying
from 5:1 to 8:1. The total stagnation pressure was ∼1500 Torr.
To obtain sufficient I--NH3 ion intensity, the source line had
to be kept quite dry, because H2O binds more strongly than
NH3 to halide ions. In general, a higher NH3 content led to a
higher temperature of the clusters. The gas was expanded
through a piezoelectric-driven pulsed valve and ionized near
the throat of the expansion. The plasma was skimmed, and the
I--NH3 ions were pulsed-extracted, accelerated to -2.5 kV,
and mass-analyzed by a 2 m time-of-flight mass spectrometer.
The ions of interest were selected by a mass gate and excited
by pulsed infrared irradiation (1-4 mJ/pulse) from a Nd:YAG-
pumped LiNbO3 optical parametric oscillator (resolution 1.5
cm-1). If the laser frequency was resonant with a molecular
vibrational transition, a small fraction of the clusters would
absorb the infrared photons and undergo vibrational predisso-
ciation to produce fragment ions. These fragment ions were
separated from the parent ions by a reflectron energy analyzer
and detected by a microchannel plate detector. Action spectra
were recorded by measuring the predissociation signal as a
function of OPO wavelength. Background ion signal, primarily
caused by collision-induced dissociation or metastable parents
in the TOF chamber, was subtracted to obtain the actual
fragment signal resulting from infrared photodissociation.
Spectra were normalized to the laser fluence. The OPO output
was calibrated using both a monochromator and reference gas
spectra.
The I--NH3, complexes were generated with a pulsed
electron source based on the design of Bieske et al.29 Electrons
were formed from a thoriated iridium filament enclosed in
grounded mesh and positioned approximately 1 cm from the
beam axis. The source was typically 2-10 mm downstream
from the orifice of the valve. The filament bias (-150 to -500
V) was pulsed for approximately 30 µs.
3. Theoretical Methods
The structural properties of the F--NH3, Cl--NH3,
Br--NH3, and I--NH3 dimers have previously been investi-
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gated computationally.16,20,22-24 To augment these earlier studies,
the structural and vibrational properties of the Br--(NH3)n, n
) 1-3, clusters were investigated at the Møller-Plesset second-
order (MP2) level of theory using the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set,30
and for the Br--NH3 dimer, also using the larger aug-cc-pVTZ
basis set.31 Only valence electrons were correlated. All calcula-
tions were performed using the Gaussian 03 program suite.32
The MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ and MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ methodologies
were chosen because they have proven successful in describing
the structural and vibrational properties of the halide-water
clusters10,33 and the ammonia-ammonia dimer.34 Computed
energies for the clusters were corrected for basis set superposi-
tion error (BSSE) using the method of Boys and Bernardi.35
Enthalpy changes for the NH3 ligand association reactions at
298 K were calculated using the method described in ref 36.
For simulating infrared spectra, the frequencies of the N-H
stretch modes were scaled by the factor required to reconcile
the calculated and experimental frequencies for bare ammonia
(0.9463 for MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ, 0.9510 for MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ).
Infrared peaks are represented by Gaussian functions with a full-
width at half-maximum of 5 cm-1 and height proportional to
the ab initio calculated IR intensity.
Complete tabulations of the calculated structural and energetic
data along with harmonic vibrational frequencies and intensities
for the Br--(NH3)n (n ) 1-3) clusters are provided as
Supporting Information.
4. Results
The predicted minimum energy structure of the Br--NH3
dimer is shown in Figure 1; the NH3 molecule is attached to
the Br- anion by a single, near-linear H-bond [r(Br--Hb) )
2.569 Å and θ ) 167.2° at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level]. Similar
structures exhibiting single H-bonds were found for F--NH3,
Cl--NH3, Br--NH3, and I--NH3 in earlier computational
studies.16,20,21,23,24 Complexation with Br- affects the NH3
molecule’s geometry, most significantly through elongation of
the H-bonded N-H group (by 0.013 Å at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ
level).
The calculated dissociation energy of Br--NH3 is Do ) 2112
cm-1 at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level and Do ) 2270 cm-1 at
the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level (including BSSE and harmonic ZPE
corrections). The predicted enthalpy change for the ligand
association reaction at 298 K is -6.5 kcal/mol (MP2/aug-cc-
pVDZ level) and -7.0 kcal/mol (MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level),
comparing favorably with the experimental value (-7.7 kcal/
mol).16
We also calculated barriers for rearrangement of the
Br--NH3 complex. At the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level, the barrier
for turnstile rotation of the ammonia molecule within the
complex, which entails breaking one H-bond and forming
another, was predicted to be 0.6 kcal/mol. The inversion barrier
for the ammonia molecule in the complex was predicted to be
5.7 kcal/mol, slightly exceeding the calculated inversion barrier
for bare ammonia (4.3 kcal/mol).
The vibrational frequencies of NH3 are modified by its
interaction with a halide anion. The frequency calculations for
NH3 and Br--NH3 indicate that attaching Br- to NH3 trans-
forms the ν1(a1) and ν3(e) N-H stretching modes of NH3 into
a vibration involving the NH group engaged in an ionic
hydrogen bond (the IHB N-H stretch, νΙΗΒ) and symmetric
and antisymmetric stretching vibrations of the free NH bonds.
In particular, the νΙΗΒ frequency and infrared intensity serve as
diagnostics for the strength of the ionic H-bond; generally, a
strong ionic H-bond is associated with a large enhancement in
IR intensity and substantial νΙΗΒ frequency reduction (i.e., large
red-shift). The ammonia-based bending modes are also affected
by the ionic H-bond; the doubly degenerate ν4(e) mode splits
into two singly degenerate modes, one of which (the a′
component) diminishes in frequency by 13 cm-1, whereas the
other (the a′′ component) increases in frequency by 22 cm-1.
Further discussion of the frequencies and intensities of the high-
frequency vibrations of Br--NH3 is deferred until later, when
comparisons are made with the spectroscopic data.
Frequencies for the intermolecular modes at the MP2/aug-
cc-VDZ level are 126 cm-1 (intermolecular stretch), 228 cm-1
(antisymmetric intermolecular bend), and 293 cm-1 (symmetric
intermolecular bend). All three intermolecular modes are likely
to be extremely anharmonic, and the harmonic frequencies
probably overestimate the actual values.
Infrared Spectra of the Cl--NH3, Br--NH3 and I--NH3
dimers. The infrared spectra of Cl--NH3, Br--NH3, and
I--NH3 are displayed in Figure 2. Band positions and assign-
ments are tabulated in Table 1. The Cl--NH3 spectrum shown
at the bottom of the figure was obtained using an expansion of
pure NH3 seeded with traces of CCl4 and features relatively
broad bands.24 In contrast, the spectrum generated using the
leaner 1:10 NH3/Ar mixture is very similar to the one reported
by Tschurl and Boesl and exhibits considerably narrower peaks
indicative of cooler Cl--NH3 complexes. In general form, the
infrared spectra of Cl--NH3 and Br--NH3 are very similar,
both being dominated by a single band with two weaker bands
occurring at higher energy. In contrast, the I--NH3 spectrum
displays four bands of comparable intensity, with the lowest
energy peak being the most intense.
All three halide-ammonia dimers are predicted to have Cs
structures in which the ammonia molecule is attached to the
Figure 1. Calculated minimum energy structure of the Br--NH3
complex. Full structural and energetic data are provided in the online
Supporting Information.
Figure 2. Infrared spectra of (a) Cl--NH3 produced from trace CCl4
in pure NH3; (b) Cl--NH3 produced from trace CCl4 in 10:1 Ar/NH3
mixture; (c) Br--NH3 produced from trace CH2Br2 in a 10:1 Ar/NH3
mixture; and (d) I--NH3 obtained using the Caltech apparatus. Arrows
mark positions of the bare NH3 stretch vibrational bands (ν1 ) 3336.2
cm-1; ν3 ) 3443.6 cm-1, ref 43) and bend overtone bands (2ν40 ) 3216.7
cm-1 and 2ν42 ) 3240.4 cm-1, ref 44).
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halide by a single H-bond, as shown in Figure 1.23 The main
peak in the Cl--NH3 spectrum, which has previously been
assigned to the stretching motion of the H-bonded NH group
(the νΙΗΒ band), is red-shifted from the N-H stretch bands of
bare ammonia reflecting the establishment of an H-bond with
the Cl- anion. The νΙΗΒ band for Br--NH3 is shifted to higher
energy relative to the corresponding νΙΗΒ band of Cl--NH3
(i.e., a reduced red-shift), consistent with a weaker H-bond
linking NH3 and Br-.
The weaker bands for Cl--NH3, at 3298 and 3341 cm-1 have
been assigned to the 2ν4(a′′) bending overtone of ammonia
deriving IR intensity through Fermi interaction with the νΙΗΒ
IHB stretch mode and to the symmetric stretching vibration of
the nonbonded NH groups (symmetric free N-H stretch),
respectively. The asymmetric free N-H stretch, which is
predicted to have very low IR intensity (≈1 km/mol; Supporting
Information), does not appear in the experimental spectrum. By
analogy with the Cl--NH3 assignments, the weak Br--NH3
bands at 3294 and 3352 cm-1 can be attributed to the 2ν4(a′′)
bend overtone and to the symmetric free N-H stretch mode.
There are hints of rotational substructure in both the H-bonded
N-H stretch band and the free N-H stretch band of the
Cl--NH3 and Br--NH3 spectra. In each case, the band exhibits
two maxima separated by 5-10 cm-1, which most likely
correspond to P and R branch maxima. For each band, the
reported position corresponds to the minimum between the two
subpeaks.
The vibrational assignments for Br--NH3 outlined above are
confirmed by the ab initio calculations for the vibrational
frequencies and intensities; the predicted IR spectrum for the
H-bonded Cs structure shown in Figure 3 corresponds reasonably
well to the experimental spectrum, with good agreement for
the frequencies and intensities of the IHB N-H stretch band
and the free symmetric N-H stretch band. Note that the scaled
harmonic frequency calculations do not account for the Fermi
resonance between the 2ν4(a′′) bending overtone and the νΙΗΒ
vibrational mode.
The I--NH3 spectrum (Figure 2d) is somewhat more
complicated than the Cl--NH3 and Br--NH3 spectra (Figure
2b and c) and exhibits four peaks having comparable intensity.
The I--NH3 spectrum’s more intricate form is a consequence
of the fact that the νΙΗΒ mode occurs at a higher frequency than
for Cl--NH3 and Br--NH3 due to the weaker ionic H-bond
(i.e., there is a reduced νΙΗΒ red-shift). This means that the νΙΗΒ
mode tunes into resonance with the 2ν4(a′) and 2ν4(a′′) bend
overtone vibrational levels, which borrow infrared intensity.
With this in mind, the peaks at 3217, 3240, 3305, and 3360
cm-1 in the I--NH3 spectrum can be assigned to the νΙΗΒ mode,
the 2ν4(a′) bend overtone, the 2ν4(a′′) bend overtone, and the
symmetric free N-H stretch, respectively. In the case of
I--NH3, the 2ν4(a′) bend overtone is almost resonant with the
νΙΗΒ mode, leading to sufficient intensity borrowing for it to
appear strongly in the IR spectrum. However, the intrinsic
coupling between the νΙΗΒ mode and the 2ν4(a′) overtone must
be weak because the corresponding peaks in the Cl--NH3 and
Br--NH3 spectra are either exceptionally weak or absent
altogether.
Larger Br--(NH3)n Clusters. Infrared spectra for the
Br--(NH3)n, n ) 1-4, clusters are shown in Figure 4, along
with the I--NH3 spectrum for comparison. Band positions and
assignments are provided in Table 1. Generally, the spectra
evolve in an orderly fashion as the clusters increase in size.
The IHB N-H stretch band shifts progressively to higher
frequency, whereas the 2ν4(a′) and 2ν4(a′′) bend overtone and
free N-H stretch bands become more intense and shift slightly
to higher frequency. These characteristics indicate that the
dominant interactions for the NH3 molecules in the larger
Br--(NH3)n clusters are H-bonds to the Br- anion and that the
strength of these H-bonds diminishes with cluster size. Signifi-
cantly, the spectra of Br--(NH3)3 and Br--(NH3)4 resemble
the spectrum of I--NH3, suggesting that the perturbing influ-
ence of the anion on the attached ammonia molecules is of a
similar magnitude for the larger bromide-ammonia clusters and
the iodide-ammonia dimer.
Br--(NH3)2. Calculated low-energy structures for
Br--(NH3)2 are shown in Figure 5. The MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ
calculations suggest that the NH3 ligands establish H-bonds not
only with the Br- anion but also with one another, although
the ammonia-ammonia H-bonds are predicted to be fragile and
easily broken. As shown in Figure 5, the calculated minimum
energy form of Br--(NH3)2 is such that both NH3 molecules
Figure 3. Experimental Br--NH3 IR spectrum (top) and simulated
spectra based on MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ and MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ calcula-
tions. For the simulated spectra, the frequencies of the N-H stretch
modes were scaled by the factor required to reconcile the calculated
and experimental frequencies for bare ammonia (0.9463 for MP2/aug-
cc-pVTZ and 0.9510 for MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ).
Figure 4. IR spectra of Br--(NH3)n, n ) 1-4, clusters recorded with
the Melbourne apparatus and I--NH3 spectrum obtained using the
Caltech apparatus. Arrows indicate positions of the ν1, ν3, 2ν40 and 2ν42
bands of the free NH3 molecule.
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are attached to the Br- by a single H-bond and also linked to
one another by a single, weak H-bond, with one molecule acting
as a donor (D) and the other as an acceptor (A). The enthalpy
change for association of the second NH3 is predicted to be
-5.8 kcal/mol at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level, somewhat less
than for the first NH3 (-6.5 kcal/mol). Very little energy is
required to break the weak ammonia-ammonia H-bond to form
structures with two separated ammonia molecules that are
independently H-bonded to the Br- anion. For example, the C2V
and C2h structures shown in Figure 5 are first-order saddle points
(each having one imaginary frequency), both lying only 0.2 kcal/
mol above the minimum energy structure shown in Figure 5.
The MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ frequency calculations predict a
somewhat different Br--(NH3)2 spectrum than that observed
experimentally (Figure 6). The experimental spectrum exhibits
a single IHB N-H stretch band at 3188 cm-1, shifted by +17
cm-1 with respect to the analogous band of the Br--NH3 dimer.
In contrast, the minimum energy form of Br--(NH3)2 is
predicted to exhibit two IHB N-H stretch bands, separated by
≈50 cm-1, essentially associated with H-bonded N-H stretch
vibrations localized on the two NH3 molecules. Lying to higher
energy are bands associated primarily with symmetric and
antisymmetric oscillation of the nonbonded NH groups.
The experimental spectrum for Br--(NH3)2 (Figure 6, top)
differs from the spectrum predicted for the minimum energy
form (Figure 6, middle). Notably, in the experimental spectrum,
there is a single peak in the IHB N-H stretch region (at 3188
cm-1) rather than two closely spaced peaks associated with the
IHB N-H stretch vibrations of the donor and acceptor ammonia
molecules. The discrepancy between the experimental and
predicted spectra presumably arises because the intramolecular
ammonia-ammonia H-bond is broken in the complexes probed
experimentally. Breaking the ammonia-ammonia bond, which
is predicted to require a mere 0.2 kcal/mol, will result in the
hydrogen bonds connecting the Br- anion and the two ammonia
molecules having comparable strengths. As a consequence, the
two IHB N-H stretch vibrations will have similar frequencies,
leading to the appearance of a single peak in the spectrum. It is
pertinent to note that the linear configurations of Br--(NH3)2
(Figure 5, bottom), for which the ammonia-ammonia H-bond
is completely broken, are predicted to exhibit just a single IHB
N-H stretch peak (Figure 6, bottom), as does the experimental
spectrum (Figure 6). Note that the C2h and C2V linear structures
of Br--(NH3)2 (Figure 5, bottom) are predicted to have almost
identical spectra in the N-H stretch region.
Dorsett et al. have explored the spectroscopic consequences
of breaking the intramolecular hydrogen bond in the Cl--(H2O)2
complex, predicting that the signature H-bonded stretch band
disappears as the cluster temperature increases and the intramo-
lecular H-bond is ruptured.37 A similar situation presumably
prevails for the Br--(NH3)2 cluster, although the intermolecular
H-bond is even more fragile and likely to be broken.
The highest frequency band in the n ) 2 experimental
spectrum (at 3352 cm-1) can again be assigned to the free
symmetric N-H stretch vibrational modes and is blue-shifted
by +5 cm-1 with respect to the corresponding band in the n )
1 spectrum. The middle band, presumably due to the 2ν4(a′′)
bend overtone transition, appears at practically the same position
as in the n ) 1 spectrum (3294 cm-1), but has greater intensity
relative to the IHB N-H stretch band. This is presumably
because of enhanced coupling between the νIHB and 2ν4(a′′)
states due to the reduction in the separation between the
interacting zero-order levels.
Br--(NH3)3. Four stationary points were located for
Br--(NH3)3 at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level; these structures
are depicted in Figure 7. Three of the stationary points are
minima, whereas the fourth is a third-order saddle point (three
imaginary frequencies). Calculated structural and energetic data
TABLE 1: Vibrational Band Wavenumbers and
Assignments for Cl--NH3, Br--(NH3)n (n ) 1-4), and
I--NH3
cluster
νj/cm-1,
this work
νj/cm-1,
ref 25 assignment
Br--NH3 3171 IHB N-H stretch
3293 2ν4(a′′) bend overtone
3347 free sym N-H stretch
Br--(NH3)2 3188 IHB N-H stretches
3294 2ν4(a′′) bend overtone
3352 free sym N-H stretches
Br--(NH3)3 3197 IHB N-H stretches
3228 2ν4(a′) bend overtone
3294 2ν4(a′′) bend overtone
3358 free sym N-H stretches
Br--(NH3)4 3200 IHB N-H stretches
3240 2ν4(a′) bend overtone
3300 2ν4(a′′) bend overtone
3363 free sym N-H stretches
Cl--NH3 3121 3121 IHB N-H stretch
3211 2ν4(a′) bend overtone
3298 3299 2ν4(a′′) bend overtone
3341 3346 free sym N-H stretch
I--NH3 3217 IHB N-H stretch
3240 2ν4(a′) bend overtone
3305 2ν4(a′′) bend overtone
3360 free sym N-H stretch
Figure 5. Low-energy structures for Br--(NH3)2 from MP2/aug-cc-
pVDZ level calculations. Numbers in parentheses are zero-point-energy
corrected energy differences with respect to the C1 minimum (in kcal/
mol). Full structural and energetic data are provided as Supporting
Information.
Figure 6. Comparison between the experimental Br--(NH3)2 spectrum
(top) and simulated spectra based on MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ calculations.
Arrows indicate positions of the ν1, ν3, 2ν40, and 2ν42 bands of the free
NH3 molecule.
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along with harmonic vibrational frequencies and intensities for
the four stationary points are provided as Supporting Informa-
tion. The global minimum for Br--(NH3)3 has C3 symmetry
and a pyramidal structure in which each ammonia molecule is
H-bonded to the Br- and also donates and accepts an
ammonia-ammonia H-bond. This configuration is analogous
to the structures for the X--(H2O)3 clusters (X- ) Cl-, Br-,
I-),10,11 although the ammonia-ammonia H-bonds are substan-
tially weaker than the water-water H-bonds. Comparison of
the energies required for loss of a single NH3 ligand from the
n ) 2 and 3 clusters suggests that the third NH3 ligand is more
strongly bound than the second ligand (2144 cm-1, as compared
to 2000 cm-1), a situation attributable to the additional
ammonia-ammonia H-bonds in the n ) 3 cyclic C3 structure.
A second Br--(NH3)3 isomer with C1 symmetry lies 0.6 kcal/
mol higher in energy than the global minimum. This structure
is also pyramidal, with one ammonia molecule (A) accepting
hydrogen bonds from the two other ammonia molecules (D1
and D2). A yet higher energy isomer, lying 1.3 kcal/mol above
the C3 global minimum isomer, has two ammonia molecules
H-bonded to the Br- anion, and a third, satellite ammonia
molecule is H-bonded to both inner ammonia molecules (S in
Figure 7). Also shown in Figure 7, is the C3h planar structure,
which is a third-order saddle point with three separated
ammonias, and lying 1.1 kcal/mol higher in energy than the
minimum energy C3 structure. A doubly degenerate imaginary
frequency corresponds to two ammonia ligands moving in-plane
toward one another; the other imaginary frequency corresponds
to the system moving out of plane toward the C3 structure.
Although not favored energetically, structures in which the
ammonia-ammonia H-bonds are broken should be preferred
entropically.
In Figure 8, the experimental n ) 3 spectrum is compared
with simulated spectra for the four low-energy structures. It is
apparent that none of the simulated spectra adequately repro-
duces the experimental spectrum in the IHB N-H stretch region.
For the lowest-energy C3 isomer, two very closely spaced IHB
N-H bands are predicted, which would probably appear as a
single peak. Band positions for the C1 isomer (2D,1A), which
is predicted to lie ∼0.6 kcal/mol higher in energy than the C3
isomer, compare well with experiment, although the intensities
do not. The Cs “ring” isomer gives rise to two bands that have
roughly the appropriate separation; however, the intensities do
not correspond well to the experimental spectrum. Moreover,
this ring structure is predicted to be ∼1.3 kcal/mol higher in
energy than the C3 isomer and is therefore unlikely to contribute
to the experimental spectrum. Agreement with experiment can
be reached if one rather arbitrarily assumes that the C3 isomer
and the C1 isomer (predicted to lie ≈0.6 kcal/mol higher in
energy) coexist in the ion beam and that the experimental
spectrum is a combination of their spectra.
The alternative and probably more reasonable explanation
for the infrared spectra of the n ) 3 and 4 clusters is that each
NH3 molecule is H-bonded to the Br- core, but that the weak
ammonia-ammonia bonds are broken (as appears to occur for
the n ) 2 cluster). Under these circumstances, the lowest- and
highest-frequency bands can again be assigned to the IHB NH
and free NH stretches, with the two middle bands arising
associated with the 2ν4(a′) and 2ν4(a′′) overtone transitions.
Enhancement of the overtones’ intensities with increasing cluster
size occurs because as the intermolecular H-bond weakens, the
IHB N-H stretch increases in frequency and tunes into
resonance with the 2ν4(a′) and 2ν4(a′′) overtones. The fact that
the 2ν4(a′) overtone band is present in the n ) 3 and 4 spectra
but is absent from the n ) 1 and 2 spectra indicates that the
2ν4(a′) and IHB N-H stretch levels are relatively weakly
coupled and that significant mixing occurs only for small energy
separation. In contrast, the coupling between the 2ν4(a′′) and
IHB N-H stretch levels is much stronger so that, even with a
comparatively large zero-order energy spacing (≈120 cm-1 for
n ) 1), there is sufficient mixing for the intrinsically weak
2ν4(a′′) overtone to appear in the spectrum.
5. Discussion
The current spectroscopic study enables us to compare the
Br--(NH3)n and I--NH3 species with other similar anion
complexes and clusters, particularly the Cl--(NH3)n clusters,
which have been characterized spectroscopically by Tschurl and
Boesl.25 The main spectroscopic consequence of increasing the
size of the halide anion is that the N-H stretch bands shift
progressively to higher frequency (back toward the frequency
of the N-H stretch band in the free ammonia molecule) and
Figure 7. Low-energy structures for Br--(NH3)3 from MP2/aug-cc-
pVDZ level calculations. Numbers in parentheses are zero-point-energy
corrected energy differences with respect to the C3 minimum (in kcal/
mol). The C3h structure is a third-order saddle point, whereas the other
structures are minima. Full structural and energetic data are provided
as Supporting Information.
Figure 8. Comparison between the experimental Br--(NH3)3 spectrum
(top) and simulated spectra based on MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ calculations.
Arrows indicate positions of the ν1, ν3, 2ν40, and 2ν42 bands of the free
NH3 molecule.
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that the intermolecular H-bond becomes longer and weaker.
These progressive changes are illustrated in Figure 9, where
the calculated intermolecular bond length (rIHB) and the
measured dissociation enthalpies (∆H0) for the X--NH3 dimers
are plotted against the measured vibrational red-shift for the
νIHB mode (∆νIHB). The clear, near-linear correlations among
∆H0, ∆νIHB, and rIHB that are apparent for the halide-ammonia
dimers in Figure 9, have been noted more generally for a wide
range of hydrogen-bonded ion complexes.38,39
It is interesting to briefly compare the structural properties
of the X-(H2O)n,, X-(NH3)n, and X-(CH4)n clusters. All three
hydride molecules, H2O, NH3, and CH4, attach to halide anions
by a single H-bond. However, water molecules also tend to
establish relatively strong H-bonds with one another, leading
to structures for the smaller X-(H2O)n, clusters in which the
halide sits on the surface of a H-bonded water network.1 In
contrast, for the F--(CH4)n and Cl--(CH4)n clusters, the
methane-methane interactions are comparatively weak, and the
halide anion tends to occupy an interior site surrounded by
methane molecules.40,41 It seems likely that the X--(NH3)n
clusters represent an intermediate case: the NH3 molecules are
able to H-bond to the halide anion and with one another, but
the ammonia-ammonia bonds are relatively weak and easily
broken. Indeed, there is no evidence for the existence of
ammonia-ammonia H-bonds from the Br--(NH3)n spectra
presented in this paper or the Cl--(NH3)n spectra reported by
Tschurl and Boesl.25 Studying Ar-tagged halide-ammonia
clusters may give spectra with narrower bands and a better
picture of the possible importance of ammonia-ammonia bonds,
although the presence of bend overtone bands will probably
complicate the analysis.
The manner in which the νΙΗΒ vibrational mode tunes into
resonance with the bend overtone is reminiscent of the situation
for the halide-water dimers for which the H-bonded OH stretch
band sweeps to higher frequency as the halide anion increases in
size, coming into near resonance with the H2O bend overtone for
Br--H2O.42 Another example is the F--(CH4)n cluster series in
which, as more CH4 units are added, the H-bonded CH stretch
mode tunes through a series of resonances with CH4 bend modes.40
In this case, the spectrum is relatively simple for n ) 1 and n )
8, where the νΙΗΒ mode lies well below and above the bend
overtones levels of the CH4 molecules, respectively. For intermedi-
ate cluster sizes n ) 2-7, the stretch-bend overtone resonances
lead to more complicated mid-infrared spectra.
6. Conclusions
Infrared predissociation spectra have been recorded for the
I--NH3 dimer and the Br--(NH3)n, n ) 1-4, clusters in the
N-H stretch region. In each case, the spectrum contains bands
due to the H-bonded N-H stretching modes, the free N-H
stretching modes, and NH3 bending overtone states that gain
infrared intensity through Fermi interaction with the H-bonded
N-H stretching mode. The H-bonded N-H stretching mode
shifts to higher frequency with increasing cluster size, reflecting
a decrease in the strength of the halide-ammonia H-bond. The
MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ calculations predict that the Br--(NH3)n
clusters have structures in which the ammonia ligands are each
H-bonded to the Br- and also with one another, although
evidence from the infrared spectra suggests that the much
weaker ammonia-ammonia bonds are easily disrupted. In the
future, it may be possible to form colder Br--(NH3)n clusters
that are locked into the minimum energy structure predicted by
the ab initio calculations by attaching rare gas atoms, as has
been done for the analogous halide-water clusters.11
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